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Operational Directive
Indigenous Peoples
Introduction
1. This directive describes Bank1 policies and
processing procedures for projects that affect
indigenous peoples. It sets out basic definitions, policy
objectives, guidelines for the design and
implementation of project provisions or compo-nents
for indigenous peoples, and processing and
documentation requirements.
2. The directive provides policy guidance to
(a) ensure that indigenous people benefit from
development projects, and (b) avoid or mitigate
potentially adverse effects on indigenous people
caused by Bank-assisted activities. Special action is
required where Bank investments affect indige-nous
peoples, tribes, ethnic minorities, or other groups
whose social and economic status restricts their
capacity to assert their interests and rights in land and
other productive resources.

Definitions
3. The terms "indigenous peoples," "indigenous
ethnic minorities," "tribal groups," and "scheduled
tribes" describe social groups with a social and cultural
identity distinct from the dominant society that makes
them vulnerable to being disadvantaged in the
development process. For the purposes of this
directive, "indigenous peoples" is the term that will be
used to refer to these groups.
4. Within their national constitutions, statutes, and
relevant legislation, many of the Bank's borrower
countries include specific definitional clauses and legal
frameworks that provide a preliminary basis for
identifying indige-nous peoples.
_________________________
1.

5. Because of the varied and changing contexts in
which indigenous peoples are found, no single
definition can capture their diversity. Indigenous
people are commonly among the poorest segments of a
population. They engage in economic activi-ties that
range from shifting agriculture in or near forests to
wage labor or even small-scale market-oriented
activities. Indigenous peoples can be identified in
particular geographical areas by the presence in
varying degrees of the following characteristics:
(a)

a close attachment to ancestral terri-tories
and to the natural resources in these areas;

(b)

self-identification and identification by
others as members of a distinct cultural
group;

(c)

an indigenous language, often different
from the national language;

(d)

presence of customary social and polit-ical
institutions; and

(e)

primarily subsistence-oriented produc-tion.

Task managers (TMs) must exercise judgment in
determining the populations to which this directive
applies and should make use of specialized anthropological and sociological experts throughout the
project cycle.

Objective and Policy
6. The Bank's broad objective towards indige-nous
people, as for all the people in its member

"Bank" includes IDA, and "loans" include credits.
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countries, is to ensure that the development process
fosters full respect for their dignity, human rights, and
cultural uniqueness. More specifically, the objective at
the center of this directive is to ensure that indigenous
peoples do not suffer adverse effects during the
development process, particularly from Bank-financed
projects, and that they receive culturally compatible
social and economic benefits.
7. How to approach indigenous peoples affected by
development projects is a controversial issue. Debate
is often phrased as a choice between two opposed
positions.
One pole is to insulate indige-nous
populations whose cultural and economic practices
make it difficult for them to deal with powerful outside
groups. The advantages of this approach are the
special protections that are provided and the
preservation of cultural distinc-tiveness; the costs are
the benefits foregone from development programs.
The other pole argues that indigenous people must be
acculturated to dominant society values and economic
activities so that they can participate in national development. Here the benefits can include improved social
and economic opportunities, but the cost is often the
gradual loss of cultural differences.
8. The Bank's policy is that the strategy for
addressing the issues pertaining to indigenous peoples
must be based on the informed partici-pation of the
indigenous people themselves. Thus, identifying local
preferences through direct consultation, incorporation
of indigenous knowl-edge into project approaches, and
appropriate early use of experienced specialists are
core activ-ities for any project that affects indigenous
peoples and their rights to natural and economic resources.
9. Cases will occur, especially when dealing with
the most isolated groups, where adverse impacts are
unavoidable and adequate mitigation plans have not
been developed. In such situations, the Bank will not
appraise projects until suitable plans are developed by
the borrower
_________________________
2.

and reviewed by the Bank. In other cases, indigenous
people may wish to be and can be incorporated into the
development process. In sum, a full range of positive
actions by the borrower must ensure that indigenous
people benefit from development investments.

Bank Role
10. The Bank addresses issues on indigenous peoples
through (a) country economic and sector work,
(b) technical assistance, and (c) investment project
components or provisions.
Issues con-cerning
indigenous peoples can arise in a variety of sectors that
concern the Bank; those involving, for example,
agriculture, road construction, forestry, hydropower,
mining, tourism, education, and the environment
should be carefully screened.2 Issues related to
indigenous peoples are commonly identified through
the environ-mental assessment or social impact
assessment processes, and appropriate measures should
be taken under environmental mitigation actions (see
OD 4.01, Environmental Assessment, to be issued).
11. Country Economic and Sector Work. Country
departments should maintain information on trends in
government policies and institutions that deal with
indigenous peoples. Issues con-cerning indigenous
peoples should be addressed explicitly in sector and
subsector work and brought into the Bank-country
dialogue. National development policy frameworks
and institutions for indigenous peoples often need to be
strength-ened in order to create a stronger basis for
designing and processing projects with compo-nents
dealing with indigenous peoples.
12. Technical Assistance. Technical assistance to
develop the borrower's abilities to address issues on
indigenous peoples can be provided by the Bank.
Technical assistance is normally given within the
context of project preparation, but technical assistance
may also be needed to strengthen the relevant
government institutions or

Displacement of indigenous people can be particularly damaging, and special efforts should be made to avoid it.
See OD 4.30, Involuntary Resettlement, for additional policy guidance on resettlement issues involving indigenous
people.
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institutions, local organizations, and
nongovernmental organizations (NGOs)
with expertise in matters relating to
indigenous peoples.

to support development initiatives taken by indigenous
people themselves.
13. Investment Projects. For an investment proj-ect
that affects indigenous peoples, the borrower should
prepare an indigenous peoples development plan that
is consistent with the Bank's policy. Any project that
affects indigenous peoples is expected to include
components or provisions that incorporate such a plan.
When the bulk of the direct project beneficiaries are
indigenous people, the Bank's concerns would be
addressed by the project itself and the provisions of
this OD would thus apply to the project in its entirety.

(d)

Local patterns of social organization,
religious beliefs, and resource use should be
taken into account in the plan's design.

(e)

Development activities should support
production systems that are well adapted to
the needs and environment of indige-nous
peoples, and should help production
systems under stress to attain sustainable
levels.

(f)

The plan should avoid creating or
aggravating the dependency of indige-nous
people on project entities. Planning should
encourage early handover of project
management to local people. As needed,
the plan should include general education
and training in management skills for
indigenous people from the onset of
the project.

(g)

Successful planning for indigenous peoples
frequently requires long lead times, as well
as arrangements for extended follow-up.
Remote or neglected areas where little
previous experience is available often
require additional research and pilot
programs to fine-tune development
proposals.

(h)

Where effective programs are already
functioning, Bank support can take the form
of incremental funding to strengthen them
rather than the develop-ment of entirely
new programs.

Indigenous Peoples Development Plan3
Prerequisites
14. Prerequisites of a successful development plan for
indigenous peoples are as follows:
(a)

The key step in project design is the
preparation of a culturally appropriate
development plan based on full consideration of the options preferred by the
indigenous people affected by the project.

(b)

Studies should make all efforts to anticipate adverse trends likely to be induced by
the project and develop the means to avoid
or mitigate harm.4

(c)

The institutions responsible for government interaction with indigenous peoples
should possess the social, technical, and
legal skills needed for carrying out the
proposed
development
activities.
Implementation arrangements should be
kept simple.
They should normally
involve appropriate existing

_________________________
3.
4.

Regionally specific technical guidelines for preparing indigenous peoples components, and case studies of best
practices, are available from the Regional environment divisions (REDs).
For guidance on indigenous peoples and environmental assessment procedures, see OD 4.01, Environmental
Assessment, and Chapter 7 of World Bank, Environmental Assessment Sourcebook, Technical Paper No. 139
(Washington, D.C., 1991).
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important that baseline studies capture the
full range of production and mar-keting
activities in which indigenous people are
engaged. Site visits by qual-ified social and
technical experts should verify and update
secondary sources.

Contents
15. The development plan should be prepared in
tandem with the preparation of the main invest-ment.
In many cases, proper protection of the rights of
indigenous people will require the imple-mentation of
special project components that may lie outside the
primary project's objectives. These components can
include activities related to health and nutrition,
productive infrastructure, linguistic and cultural
preservation, entitlement to natural resources, and
education. The project component for indigenous
peoples development should include the following
elements, as needed:
(a)

(b)

Legal Framework. The plan should contain
an assessment of (i) the legal status of the
groups covered by this OD, as reflected in
the country's consti-tution, legislation, and
subsidiary
legis-lation
(regulations,
administrative orders, etc.); and (ii) the
ability of such groups to obtain access to
and effec-tively use the legal system to
defend their rights. Particular attention
should be given to the rights of indigenous
peoples to use and develop the lands that
they occupy, to be protected against illegal
intruders, and to have access to natural
resources (such as forests, wild-life, and
water) vital to their subsistence and
reproduction.

Baseline Data.
Baseline data should
include (i) accurate, up-to-date maps and
aerial photographs of the area of project
influence and the areas inhabited by
indigenous peoples; (ii) analysis of the
social structure and income sources of the
population; (iii) inventories of the resources
that indigenous people use and technical
data on their production systems; and
(iv) the relationship of indigenous peoples
to other local and national groups. It is
particularly
_________________________
5.

(c)

Land Tenure. When local legislation needs
strengthening, the Bank should offer to
advise and assist the borrower in
establishing legal recognition of the
customary or traditional land tenure systems of indigenous peoples. Where the
traditional lands of indigenous peoples have
been brought by law into the domain of the
state and where it is inap-propriate to
convert traditional rights into those of legal
ownership,
alter-native
arrangements
should be imple-mented to grant long-term,
renewable rights of custodianship and use
to indigenous peoples. These steps should
be taken before the initiation of other
planning steps that may be contingent on
recognized land titles.

(d)

Strategy
for
Local
Participation.
Mechanisms should be devised and
maintained for participation by indigenous
people in decision making throughout
project planning, imple-mentation, and
evaluation. Many of the larger groups of
indigenous people have their own
representative organizations that provide
effective channels for com-municating local
preferences. Tradi-tional leaders occupy
pivotal positions for mobilizing people and
should be brought into the planning
process, with due concern for ensuring
genuine repre-sentation of the indigenous
population.5 No foolproof methods exist,
however, to guarantee full local-level
partici-pation. Sociological and technical
advice provided through the Regional
environment divisions (REDs) is often

See also "Community Involvement and the Role of Nongovernmental Organizations in Environmental
Assessment" in World Bank, Environmental Sourcebook, Technical Paper No. 139 (Washington, D.C., 1991).
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can be measured at appropriate inter-vals.
Pilot programs are often needed to provide
planning information for phasing the
project component for indigenous peoples
with the main investment. The plan should
pursue the long-term sustainability of
project activities subsequent to completion
of disbursement.

needed to develop mechanisms appro-priate
for the project area.
(e)

(f)

Technical Identification of Development or
Mitigation Activities. Technical proposals
should proceed from on-site research by
qualified professionals acceptable to the
Bank. Detailed descriptions should be
prepared and appraised for such proposed
services as education, training, health,
credit, and legal assistance. Technical
descriptions should be included for the
planned
investments
in
productive
infrastructure.
Plans that draw upon
indigenous knowl-edge are often more
successful than those introducing entirely
new prin-ciples and institutions.
For
example, the potential contribution of
traditional health providers should be
considered in planning delivery systems for
health care.
Institutional Capacity. The government
institutions assigned responsibility for
indigenous peoples are often weak.
Assessing the track record, capabilities, and
needs of those institutions is a fundamental
requirement. Organiza-tional issues that
need to be addressed through Bank
assistance are the (i) availability of funds
for investments and field operations;
(ii) adequacy of experienced professional
staff; (iii) abil-ity of indigenous peoples'
own organi-zations, local administration
authorities, and local NGOs to interact with
special-ized
government
institutions;
(iv) ability of the executing agency to
mobilize other agencies involved in the
plan's implementation; and (v) adequacy of
field presence.

(g)

Implementation Schedule.
Components
should include an implementation sched-ule
with benchmarks by which progress
_________________________
6.

(h)

Monitoring and Evaluation.6 Indepen-dent
monitoring capacities are usually needed
when the institutions responsible for
indigenous populations have weak
management histories.
Monitoring by
representatives of indigenous peoples' own
organizations can be an efficient way for
the project management to absorb the
perspectives of indigenous beneficiaries and
is encouraged by the Bank. Monitoring
units should be staffed by experienced
social science professionals, and reporting
formats and schedules appropriate to the
project's needs should be established.
Moni-toring and evaluation reports should
be reviewed jointly by the senior
management of the implementing agency
and by the Bank. The evaluation reports
should be made available to the public.

(i)

Cost Estimates and Financing Plan. The
plan should include detailed cost estimates
for planned activities and investments. The
estimates should be broken down into unit
costs by project year and linked to a
financing plan. Such programs as revolving
credit funds that provide indigenous people
with investment pools should indicate their
accounting procedures and mechanisms for
financial transfer and replenishment. It is
usually helpful to have as high a share as
possible of direct financial participation by
the Bank in project

See OD 10.70, Project Monitoring and Evaluation.
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peoples.

dealing

with

indigenous

Project Processing and Documentation
Identification
16. During project identification, the borrower should
be informed of the Bank's policy for indigenous
peoples. The approximate number of potentially
affected people and their location should be
determined and shown on maps of the project area.
The legal status of any affected groups should also be
discussed.
TMs should ascertain the relevant
government agencies, and their policies, procedures,
programs, and plans for indigenous peoples affected
by the proposed project (see paras. 11 and 15(a)).
TMs should also initiate anthropological studies
necessary to identify local needs and preferences (see
para. 15(b)). TMs, in consultation with the REDs,
should signal indigenous peoples issues and the overall
project strategy in the Initial Executive Project
Summary (IEPS).
Preparation
17. If it is agreed in the IEPS meeting that spe-cial
action is needed, the indigenous peoples development
plan or project component should be developed during
project preparation. As neces-sary, the Bank should
assist the borrower in pre-paring terms of reference
and should provide specialized technical assistance
(see para. 12). Early involvement of anthropologists
and local NGOs with expertise in matters related to
indige-nous peoples is a useful way to identify
mechanisms for effective participation and local
development opportunities. In a project that involves
the land rights of indigenous peoples, the Bank should
work with the borrower to clarify the steps needed for
putting land tenure on a regular footing as early as
possible, since land disputes frequently lead to delays
in executing measures

that are contingent on proper land titles (see
para. 15(c)).
Appraisal
18. The plan for the development component for
indigenous peoples should be submitted to the Bank
along with the project's overall feasibility report, prior
to project appraisal. Appraisal should assess the
adequacy of the plan, the suit-ability of policies and
legal frameworks, the capabilities of the agencies
charged with imple-menting the plan, and the
adequacy of the allo-cated technical, financial, and
social resources. Appraisal teams should be satisfied
that indige-nous people have participated meaningfully
in the development of the plan as described in
para. 14(a) (also see para. 15(d)). It is particu-larly
important to appraise proposals for regular-izing land
access and use.
Implementation and Supervision
19. Supervision planning should make provisions for
including the appropriate anthropological, legal, and
technical skills in Bank supervision missions during
project implementation (see para. 15(g) and (h), and
OD 13.05, Project Supervision). Site visits by TMs
and specialists are essential. Midterm and final
evaluations should assess progress and recommend
corrective actions when necessary.
Documentation
20. The borrower's commitments for imple-menting
the indigenous peoples development plan should be
reflected in the loan documents; legal provisions
should provide Bank staff with clear benchmarks that
can be monitored during super-vision. The Staff
Appraisal Report and the Memorandum and
Recommendation of the President should summarize
the plan or project provisions.
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